IV. TAO, WAY
1. General Tao
rs occurrences of Tao in the Analects. These fall into several
There a¡e more than eighty
categories mainly according to the contextual meaning: general Tao, universal Tao, Tao

of

staæ

administration, Tao of the gentleman.rs

The caægory of general Tao describes the general characteristics of Confucian Tao.
These cha¡acteristics ca¡r be seen in therelationship of Tao with otherconcepts or ideas

in C-onfucian thinking recorded in the Analece.
Tao has a connection with the Confucian ideal of antiquity.zæ The people of the
three dynasties followed a straight Tao
; Confucius's contemporaries were the
people
the
three
dynasties and they too followed the
continuation or extension of the
of
straight Tao.2ot In this way the ancient people a¡e a fine example or model for the
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contemporafy peo'ple. ri/aley says about Tao in this contexÍ "In general, however, the
word Tao in the Analects means one thing only, tåe way of the ancients as it could be
reconstructed from the stories told about the founders of the Chou dynasty and the
semi-gods who had preceded tlen."2o2
Tao is also related to ñliality:
"Observe what a man has in mind to do when his
father is living, and then observe what he does when his father is dead. If, for three
years, he makes no changes to his father's ways,
t can be said to be a
"
good son." A problem arises if the father's ways have been evil. There a¡e several
traditional suggestions to resolve the problem. The son of an evil father does not want
to admit the wickedness of his father and consequently the son continues the wil ways
of his father. If the son changes the ways of the father, this means that the son admits
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that ttre ways of his father were not good" Another explanation says that the behavior

of

the father is not important, but the father's Tao is importanL A fourth interpreation
says that if the son is filial # n"does not think about whether the father was good on
not. After the father's death the son feels very mournñrl and regards his father as still
being alive. Consequently it is not fitting for the sori ûo change the ways of his father.
Ë fu ü o Tao means !o gov€ni. The son acts according ûo the policy of the father
t* In the first p¡rt (books one ûo te.n) there are 39 occurreoces, of vùich etl 39 ap'pear in Co¡rñrcius's
wo,rds, eod io the
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On the developmt of the concept Tao, see TTIIEL l9?0,
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ways: road, path, way, coune, poth ofduty, duty, ch¡¡¡cteristic, trr¡th, ritht, doctrine, principle, nrle,
rhings, studies aod e4loyments, well instnrted, govemm€ût, governed, order, lea{ speak, sey.
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YEN 1972,p. 18, 19.
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for three years, after which period the policy can be changed."'
Apparently, Tao is here regarded as something good, which does not need to be
changed immediately. According to Ch'eng Tao is not here behavior generally, or
action in general. If it had been a generai action, it would have been said I Z'ñ,
which here is presupposed as something good, which
but here it is said XZþ,
can be preserved for the time being. It can be applied for a period even if the situation
has bocome different to some extenl2e
This emulation of the model of the ancients and following the Tao of one's father
reflect the continuity and consenratism of Tao in Confucius's thoughl
According to Confucius men tend to desire wealth and high station and to disliþ
poverry and low slation, however, one must not act according to this úendency, it is not
according to Tao.205 This shows that there is a tension between Tao and man's natural
tendency.26 General Tao appears in relation to oth€r conoepts. Tao may be extended by
the deeds of righteousness, Yi $[ . ftere Yi is not identified with Tao, but it helps
one to extend Tao.'ot
t*
Tao is mentioned collocatively together rvith Te Æ ,
4a and
This collocative similarity suggests that Tao has an ethical connotation, like the other
principles lisæd tqgether with it. The rclationship with Te points in the same di¡ection.
One may have Te and Tao. There should be a degree of intensity in one's Te and
Tao, otherwise it is not clea¡ whether one has them or not. Confucius requires a total
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commitment

t'AN. l:ll,
pp.61,75,
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them.2æ

p. 86. The saÐe sentence is ropeated: AN. 4:20, p. 106. See also AN. 19:18. LAU 1979,
155. CH'ENG Shu-te 1974, pp. 38-a0. LIU Pao-nan 1973, pp. 15, ló. CHENC,

ãongying 1989, pp. 53J4.

* CH'ENG shu-te 1974, p.40.
tt AN. 4:5, p. 102. ku says thrt this senteoce

is most likely comrpt. Tbe seatence should ¡ea<l:
"Poverg aod low statioû are what men dislike, but if I got them in the right way I would trot try to
escape from tbem." LAU 1979,p.72.
* Mo,st of the passages i¡ Book Four reflect a kind of tension þnreeo ¡'q¡'s ¡hings ø notions. This
passage 4:5 calls for a choice betwoeo desi¡es a¡d Tao.

a
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16: 12, p. 2o7. cf. CREEL 1t29, p. 76.
AN. ?:6, pp. 123,124.
Ch'en regards Te md Tao as being ¡lmost interchrngeable cmce,pts in Confucius's philosophy.
:#lÆ
CH'EN Ta-+hi 1967,p. ?1. See AN. 19:2, LAU 1979, p. 153. This Passage ? 5ñ El
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tot
tùeoretically might meao'to heve','there is', (haviag =¡ rich, ana
variety of ways. Hun"
191, ?ß1, ló2. lValey translates it ¡s:
have', bot exist', 'disappear' 'to die'. KARLGREN 1972,
"Tar<hang seid, He who sides with oorat force (te) but only to a limited exteat, who believes in tho
lüay, but without cooviction
how can ooe couot him ¡s with us, how cåû o¡e couût him as Dot
with us?" WAIJY 1964, p. 224.
This raises the obþtion tbet if one believes in Tao without coovictioa, logically it should be clear
tb¡t he c@ot be co¡mtod as "¡ot with us', The m¡frer shoutd be clear. Iæggo refers to existence ¡nd
noo existence. LEGGE I 1969, p. 339.
However, Te end Tao ¡efer ûo Eor¡lity a¡d oot to @tology in Cøfr¡cit¡s's thinlring. Lru trmsl¡tes
tbe passege es: 'Tzu--cbmg said, tlow c¡o a Í¡¡tr be s¡id either to heve anythint or nol to bâve
mything who f¿ils Ûo hold oo to virtue witù all his mitht or to believe in the Way with ¡ll his he¡rt''
LAU l9?9, p. 152. This tr¡nsl¡tio¡ is least frr ftæhed and ñts the cøæxt of Cøñ¡ci¡¡ thought well.
¡lso reftr úo A becoæ B. DOBSON 1974,p.7ó7. If this øeaning is applied here, the
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iaterprreûationwouldbe: "Howc¡o¡manbeseidcithertobocooehavingTeoandTeønottobocomo
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The Tao of the master is "loyalty and consideration", Chung, Shu, ,S. *S.
According to Kadgren, ,t in the Analects means sincete, loyal, inægrity. Here it
means loyalty to superiors.2" ,É. h"s been interpreted as the full development of one's
(originally good) mind and ñ$ as the extension of that mind to others. This becomes
clea¡ in Anal. 15:23, where it is defined by the "golden rule", "Never do to others what
you would not like them to do to you." This "reciprocit!" is a single saying "that one
can act upon all day every day." Karlgren says that-ff means generous, indulgent.
Thus, when he uses these concepts, ,É. , ffi Confucius offers an ideal standard
which is o be the guiding and controlling factor in moral experience.2rz These concepts
expose the center of the Confucian system and are the thread that runs right through
Tao, or binds it together.2'l

Tao also expresses intimacy in the social process. With some people, one can study,
but not join in progress along the way. With others, one may join in progress along the
rJy'ay, but one cannot collaborate in office. With yet others people one may collaborate
in office, but not join in counsel.2ra
Tao has a close relation to man: "It is Man who is capable of broadening the Way. It

Ë "

Ë

that is capable of broadening Man.",^,ÊV,9Å
lF 9Å
has
Taoist
overtone: Tho
which
a
interpretation
of
this
sentence
There
is
traditional
a
o
is the general name of all things. It is invisible or abstract, but its function is very great

is not the

rvVay

^

wonderful. One cennot become separated from it, not even for briefest
moment. Good people think that Tao is good. Wise people think that Tao is wisdom.
ttrus it says man can
one's Tao is also great
So, if one's talent is great
enlarge Tao. The common people use Tao daily, but they do not understand it. So if
ones talent is small, one's Tao is also small. Chu Hsi emphasizes the mutual connection
between ma¡ and Tao. Man's heart has feelings, and the function of the body of Tao is
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having Tao and Te, if he f¡ils to hold on to virtue with all his might or to believe in the Way with all
his heart." Having something cannot depend on Te or Tao; o¡e can have a chariot, or a horse, o¡ one
can hold an office, md yet one ûrey not follow Te and Tao. The uncedaioty ofhaving or not having Te
atrd Tao is because on the one hand one might lose them because of lack of inteosity, or oû the other
ha¡d, one migbt finrlly b¡ve them, because one is in coûtect with them, even though in a superficial
way. This superficiality may later intensify, or perhaps it may weaken.

l 1969, p. r70.
p.265. WALEY 1964, p. lo5. ,É, is ransl¿red by wilhelm "Bevusstsein der
Mitte" WILHELM 1950, p. 89. See also FINGARETTE 1979. ,É. refers to trying one's b€st and to
koe,ping one's position, (as wùen the fatber b¡s his positiol or rank, and the son hes his and is loyal to
his father, and both take c¡¡e of tbeir responsibilities.) CHU Hsi 1952, p. 23.
t" AN. 4114, 15.23,pp. lO5, 198. The serp saying is also i¡ AN. 5:ll, p. ll0. KARLCREN 1972,
p. 43. MAHOOD 1971, p. 9. MIYAZAKI l9ó5, P. E6. See abo S. interpraed as "the mean in
action". HAMBURGER 1956, p. 329. Wilhelm trâûsldes ,S. as "Gleichheit". WILHELM 1950, p.

''o AN. 4:15, p. 105. LEGGE

r" KARIÆREN

1972,

89.

'tt wilhelm says about the two coûcepts: 'V/ir haben in diesen Aussprùchen das Zentrum des
konñ¡zimischea Systeos erf¡sst. Er spricht es hier deutlich aus, dass sei¡e læb¡e einen dwchgehende;n
Fad€tr h¡t, und dem alles ausgøeiht ist, w¡s ao Ei¡zelheit€ß deri¡ eotbelæ¡ ist..." WILHELM 1950, p.
E9. l,oyalty and co¡sideration is ooe threod that runs through Tao ofConfucius. AN. 4:15, p. 105,
l-AU t979,p.74.
2"

AN.9:29, p. 145, AN. 9:30, f.AU 1979. p. l0o.
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. So, a man can enlarge his Tao, Tao cannot enlarge its man.2ts
The passage above calls for one's own activity to broaden one's way. There is a
passage concerning one's own activity regarding the way: "Jan Ch'iu said, 'It is not
that I am not pleased with your way, but rather that my strength gives out.'The Master
said, 'A man whose strength gives out colþses along the course. In your cas,e you set
the limits beforehand," or "you limit yourself'.?r6 This shows that Tao is not something
outside of man, but rather that Tao is rooted in man. It is not just an ideal ethical entity
outside of man to be striven for, it is an entity which grows in and from the activity of

nothing

man.

This conception of Tao is not the only Tao according to Confucius. He emphasizes
that "our Tao" is to be distinguished from the Tao of others. Tao of others may be a
of others" is
positive notion. "Discussing the good points in the conduct (= Tao
taken as being a profitable activity.2r? However, there is a limit to this intercourse
between people who follow different ways; "There is no point in peo,ple taking counsel
together who follow different ways" (= Tao).2rE
Confucius understands that his Tao is the only right conduct, although it is not

Ë)

followed in order to solve his difficulties.2te Apparently, according !o Confucius, there
are different kinds of Taos. These may have good points when compared with each
other, in other words, the different Taos have good points in different aspects. Because
of this, it is profitable to have inûercourse between the supporters of differ,ent Taos, to a
certain extent. However, generally the Tao of Confucius, as defined mainly through the
ideas of antiquity and the concepts mentioned above, is the only right Tao to be

followed One should also pay attention to the fact that "our Tao" is not outside "us", it
attunes "my" will with the mmal code, it is a harmonizing subject of "my" person and
action.2æ

t"

AN. ls:29, IAU 1979, p. 136. cHI sAN CHING t977, p.l¿10. cHU Hsi 1952, p. llo. This
i¡terpr€tåtion is followed by Chu See CHU, Tieo-kuang-hung 1976,p. ß28.
Creel decl¡¡es th¡t this seotcûce eøphasizes that the Confucian rrVay was 'not a thing in tbe
mystical sense in which the Taoists later regardecl it ¡s such." The Way of Conñ¡cius wes not å
'cosmic ¡bsoluæ". CREEL 1975, yp. 47, 48.
According to Wing-tsit Chaa this sentetrce, AN. 15:28, expr€sses Conñ¡cius's concentration on
nren. CHAN V/ing-tsit 1970, p. 15.
Tong says thet "Conñrius centers his philosophical effort upm the moral Tao of mm.' TONG
1969, p. 5?2.T[says about this sentence: "The questim of the ultimate meaning of huma¡ existence,
in light of the agelong belief th¡t Tt is m¡s th¡t can meke the W¡y gett and oot the Way that ca¡
oake m greet,'is thus an antbropocosmic questioo.'TU Wei-ming L9E9'p-2.
"o AN. ó: 10, p. I tB. LEGGE I 1969, p. t88; LAU 1979, pp. 82, 83.
2't
AN. 16:5, p. 205. This book, 16, with is many aumberod categories, is apparently from a later date
thåû books l-15, a¡d its statem€ots n€êd not necessarily be consisteot with the rest of the A¡alocts.
t" AN. 15:39, LAU 1979, AN. 15:¿10, p. t37; LEGGE I 1969, p. 305. soe also AN. 2:16, p.91,
WALEY l9ó4, p.91, foohote 4, FRANKE 1953, p. 75, FORKE ll25'p. lt2-llE. WATTS 1968'
p. 108: '..to follow its own f¿o, bocause if we do not ¡llow all other things thei¡ r¿o wo ca¡ooa expect
to h¡ve or¡r olran

t"
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AN. 6:12,15, pp. llE,l19.

L V 1979, AN. 6:l?, p. E3.

Fingarette starts ûom explaining 'self 'as e self-obsen ing end self-regulating individual, a self
wmti.g."
shrply distinct ùrom others... F¡om thig self there arises ¡ ki¡d of directed dynnmism
"Coañ¡cir¡s ¡æe¡ls ûo us to rctivâfe or¡¡ wilt.' "Or¡r will is inherently apaøml wilf In Fingarette's
explanatim "Coofr¡cius teaches, ¡s ceatrrl ø his Wey, tb¡t we t¡st h¡ve ¡r¿ self e¡d ,r¿t iqose ouf
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Confucius brings out the importance of Tao by saying: "He has not lived in vain
who dies the day he is told about the rWay." Chiu interprets this by saying that eternal
life is found in this world, death does not matter, provided that it will help to preserve

vifue instead of injuring

it.22¡

2. Universal Tao
Tao appears in the Analects also as a universal principle prevailing or not prevailing
universally under Heaven or in a countJ¿. Whether Tao prevails or not is determined by
Heaven. What is apparently talked about in this context is the Way of Confucius which
prevails or does not prevail acc.uding to the will of Heaven or Destiny æo
personal will." Conñrcius rejects c€rtain motives aod goels, such as personal profit, åme etc, Fingarene
stet€s quite rightly that "it is not thet there is anything intrinsically wrong with fame, weelth, honor,
or even seosual pleasure
i/such things arise as incidental effects of a will direct€d to lheWay (tø)
for its own sake." 'ft is true that I and only I can will my will, but it may tæ. thet whd I will is wher
is callert for by -. the Tao,and that my reeson for so willing is precisely that this is what the tø calls
for." "In respect to the ground of my will i¡ such cases, my will is nor persond. For neither Tao ¡or
its zubsidiary a.spects are deñned by reference to me uniquely." "The moral authority is independent of
reference to me. Tbe ground = Iao i¡ which I choose and justify the direction for my will ... is no way
one thet has reference to me personally." 'Egoists are those who h¡ve their will rootod in themselves
the chun tzt's
personally as grormd." 'The ego is present in the egoist's will. The løo is presørt

-
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will." FINGARETTE 1979, r4:. 133-136.
Ch'ien points out that truth in Confucianism is a personal mÂtter âÍd tbat rmlike Catholic
Cbristianity Confuci¡nism does not hâve pr,oblems of rmbelief and heresy. CHIEN Hsin+su 1989, p.

t2.
Above it was soen th¡t there is a tension be¡reen Tao and lhe tendency ofman or the personet

will

of m¡n. On the other hand, however, it was seen that Tao is not outside of man to the ertent th¡t
Fingarette m¡inþi¡s. Fingarette soeûrs to presuppose that weålth end n¡k and things like these are
rnore according to the persooal will of a man ¡[¡¡ T¡o. On the basis of the An¡lects it is h¡¡d to
distinguish this differeæe, since we s¡1¡' ¡þsv6 th¡t Tao is deñned in certaio re.spects with reference to
m¡n. J¡s is rather an entity which grows and gets shape in compeny with those who have Tao and
leaming, and shapes one's self to act wiltingly, spooteneously, according to Teo. The ñmctioo of Tao
is the ennoblemeot of one s person and self and will according to Tao.
One should dso take into account the other Teos meationed. Selñshness can be regarded as a kind
of Tao, which is not recomme¡ded to be fotlowed. Mostly, however, Confucius speaks about Tao as
his own Tao.
appeârs, however, the term
M. Roberfs says: 'ln the great majority of locutions in which it 1=
Tfu rcfqs to the Right Order or a Right rir'ay, ofte,lr in a political se¡se, but with no clue as to what
this might mean." ROBERTS 196ó, p. 47.The text above shows thet there ¡¡e several deñnitive clues
to the Tao ofConfucius alreedy at this stage of'general Tao", ¡¡d more clues later to characterize the
rmiversal Tao, Tao of stete edmidstration and Tao of tbe gentleman. In terms of methodology, one
should explore all the occurrences ofTao i¡ the An¡lects ñrst, before going to later sources, ia o¡der to

i¡

1-¡

asteblish Coofucian T¡o.

M. Roberts regards Tao as primarily a metaphysical question. from this poht of view it may be
nocessarily to go ortside of tùe An¡lects, where the EÊt¿physicsl cha¡ecteristics of Tao are not much
"ü/beo (these moral) ñmdarnentals are
developed. M. Roberts tr¡¡rsl¡tes AN. l:2
established, the lao becooes productive." ROBERTS 1966,p.47. Coryare with l-AU 1979,p.59.
WALEY 1964, p. 83. "Tao grows', is a more probable tr¡nslatio¡. (M. Roberts hes apparently
bmsleted a preoonceived opinion in his mind.)

* È ffi Ë Ë,

o' AN. 4r8, LAU 1979, p. 23, CHIU l9E4,p. 4Él.
* AN. l4:3E, pp. lE9, l9O. LAU 1979, AN. 14:36, p. l3O. 'UnderHeaven'ftf is
meatio¡od here. LEGCE I 1969,p.289.
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When discussing the characteristics of Tao under Heaven Confucius said that "When

the way prevails in the Empire, tt T Ë'ffi, the rites and music and punitive
expeditions are initiated by the emperor. lVhen the V/ay does not X T fr fË
prevail in the Empire, they are initiated by the feudal lords. When the Way prevails in
the Empire, policy does not rest with the Counsellors. When the \ilay prevails in the
Empire, the Commoners do not express critical vierrys." The lower the rank of
govemmental administration which initiate the rites, music and punitive expeditions, the
shorter is the dynasty.?23 According to this passage, if the Way prevails under Heaven,
its consequence is that the emperor has the authority to give orders. It also seems to be
a question of the proper order of the different ranks of officers and their activities as a
means of achieving the main administrative goal, peace and harmony in the empire.

Schwartz says that the word Tao is Confucius's inclusive name for all-embracing
normative human order.22o
Confucius taught how one should adapt oneself to the Way prevailing or not prevailing.

"Show yourself when the way prevails in the empirg but hide yourself when it does
not. It is a shameful matter to be poor a¡rd humble when the Way prevails in the state.
Equally, it is shameful matter to be rich and noble when the Way falls into disuse in the
state." Economically, Confucius is of the opinion that wealth and high station can be
accepûed only in the right rüy'ay, Tao. It follows from this that if one is rich when the
Way has fallen ino disuse in the state, this means that one has obtained one's riches
against the V/ay. In the realm of economy, Confucius told Tzu-hsia, the prefect of Chü
Fu that he should not see only the petty gains: "If you see only the petty gains, the great
tasks will not be accomplished." The petty gains may refer to some small gains in
governmental administration or equally some personal economic gains. The great tasks
surely are related to Way in the country.2ã
Another person said of Confucius: "The Empire has long been without the tJ/ay.
Heaven is about to use your Master as the wooden tongue for a bell." Schwartz notes
that it is clear from the Analects that the Tao as "all-embracing normative human order"
does not prevail in the wodd of Confucius's time. Confucius had also a dæp sense of
alienation from the way things were. Schwartz says: "If the word 'conservattve',
means a satisfied approval of a prevailing state of affairs, Confucius is anything but a
conservative.r2zó 11t" effect of Way under Heaven seems to refer in these passages to

the possibility of Confucius being allowed to proclaim his principles. If the Way does
not prevail, he is unable or not allowed to do that, he must kee,p quier There is also a
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AN,

1612, L-AU 1979,

t'YANG

p.

139. See r¿xt
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EGGE
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l9ó9, p. 310.

1969, p. 138. "VerdeûsattÊts store ùarmoni, tao, er et forbillede som det meoneskelige
5-9.
samñmd skal afternigne og efterstrcbe,..." EGEROD 1964, p. 315. See also LIDIN 1974,
SCHWARTZ 1985, p. ó3

p.

ä AN 8:13, 4:5, 13:17, t-Au 1979, p.94,72,121. CHANG Chien 1989, p.42. "To become very
rich one must lrx excessively. Thus Confucius quite nahually considered the very wealthy to be
oppressors." CREEL 1951, p. ló3.
* AN. 3:?A,LAIJ 1979,p.71. SCHWARTZ 19E5, p. 63. Confucius is ective when tb¡n rüay
prevails ia tùe eryire. An lE:6, I-AU 1979, p. 150. The An¡locts see tbe problemeti" o¡¡¿slizing the
Tao, or thc difñculties in realizing Teo in practice. AN. lE:7, I-AIJ lylg, p. l5l. This is in tùe le€s
relieble pert ofthe A¡¡locts.
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statement which conoerns the effect on the relationship benveen on offücer's speech and
or when Tao
actions of the situation when Tao prevails in the country æ
"'When the Way prevails in the state,
does not prevail in the country
ffi
speak and act with perilous high-mindedness; when the rilay does not prevail, act with
perilous high-mindedness but speak with self-effacing diffidence."227
Confucius mentions a case when a person did not change his attitude when Tao

XT
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county, and another case when the person left office in simila¡
ci¡cumstances. Confucius seems not to disapprove of either of these.?2t This passage
shows that Confucius paid attention to the problem of choicez2e in governmental affairs,
which were also closely related to moral behavior here. It was correct to do either way.
Confucius expresses his admiration when an officer or minister, Ning ri/u Tzu of
Wei, despite the confusion in the country when his prince was dethroned, and thus the
\ilay did not prevail any more, remained loyal to his prince and brought the disorder to
an end, and the prince was reinstated. In this context Confucius states: "Others may

ceased to prevails in the

equal his intelligence but they cannot equal his stupidity", meaning that the minisær
was brave.æo Here the Tao of the country means tlre peaceful and harmonious, political
situation in a feudal staæ.
Tao may be very close to being attained: "At one stroke Ch'i can be made inûo a Lu,
and Lu, at one strroke, can be made to attain the Vy'ay." Here Lu ¿$ a preserver of the old

tradition is closer to Tao than

Ch'i.23r

3. Tao of Ruling
Universal Tao under Heaven leads to using Tao in ruling and to realizing Tao universally
in practice.
In Books One and Two, Tao was used in the sense of 'administe¡' and 'govern', or
to 'guide'. "The Master said, 'In guiding a state of a thousand chariots, approach your
duties with reverenceand be trustworthy in what you say; avoid excesses in expenditure
tìe oommon people only in the right

and love your fellow men; employ the labor¡r of

o'AN. l4:4, p. 180, AN. l4:3, I-AU

1979,p. 124, l-AU l4:3,p. l?A. See the te¡r LEGGE I 1969,
p.276.
ø AN. 15:6, I-AU 1979, AN. l5:7, p. 133. For a discussion of the difñculties of realizing Tao in
practice, soe AN. l8:7, p. l5l. See also AN. lE:4, pp.2lE.2l9.

- Fingaretæ stesses quiæ stnongly tbet "the pnoblem ofgeouine choice aooog real altei¡¡tives never
occurred to Coafucius, or st leest nwer clearly occurrod to him as ¡ fund¡mental mor¡I t¡sk."
FINGARETTE 1972,pp.21-?A.Ftt disagrees ¡nd refers to AN. l5:9, l4:2, 17:23,4:10, 15:36, see
LAU 1979, p. 133, 125, 126, 147,148,73, 137. FU 197E, pp. lE3, 184.
*

AN. 5:20, p. l 12. t AU l9?9, AN. 5:21,p.79. Waley explaias rhe backgrouod: Ning Wu Tan was
'a mini¡ter e¡ 1y"¡ (eeveath o€nt¡ry B.C.), famous for his bliad devotio ûo his prince, uùoee eoemies
h¡d ince¡ceretod him l¡ ¿ decp dungeon. Here Ning mmrged to feed his prinoe through e tube.'

IVAI-EY
ot

p. ll2.
L^V lg7g,AN.6:24,

196,4,

p. E4. Chu Hsi expleins rbe bækgfomd of this st¡tsmk drlfitrg
Confr¡cius's time ChT wr6 e¡g€r to be strong, hrt usually it did ¡ot usc good æthods ûo ¡üai¡
stnmgth. Tbe st¡to Lu w¡s ergcr to follow the ritÊs, L¡
rnd rightoousnecs,
rh€ gþod
badition of the ¡¡cieot tiæ¡ qns preservod in
CHU HBi 1952, p. 39.
AN. ó:22,

tl
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seasons."zrz Confucius advises the ruler: "Guide them by edicts, keep them in line with
punishments, and the common people will stay out of trouble but will have no sense of
shame. Guide ttrem by virtue

Æ , t""p

them in line with the rites

|$

, and they

will,

besides having a sense of shame, reform themselves."æ3 The governor must not kill
those who do not have the W"y iË.t'o From this \Me can see that if the people are
governed by virtue, this will lead to ethical growth, an automatic improvement of the
ethical behavior of the people. In this way the people themselves get a s€nse of ethical
behavior. Ifthe people are governed by force, this will cause them to behave ethically
according to the necessary minimum.

Even if the duke may not have Tao, it is still possible for him
ifhe has good officers.235

ûo

keep his country or

state,

The ideal of the old kings in the Tao of ruling is well expressed.23ó It was an
essential part of the ideal of ancient kings that they ruled by goodness and not by
force.237 The way of the former kings got this beauty ft aorn prizing the harmony
fu in the usage of ritud, lg but the harmony had to be modulated by the ritual.238
It seems to be the right atitude for an officer to retire when it is not possible to serve
his lord according to the way. Rubin says: "Confucius and his pupils regarded withd¡awal

of demonstrating protest."z3e The attitude of Confucius
himself was that if the Way makes no progress Ë 7F ffi tre -itt go and settle among
as the most honorable way

the ba¡ba¡ians.zo But, Confucius regarded such a person as good who "was not cast
aside when the rtr/ay prevailed in the staæ and when the ri/ay fell into disuse he stayed
clea¡ of the humiliation of punishmenl"2ar

AN. l:5, LAU 1979, p. 59. Waley explains the contents: 'Bad nrlers m the contrary, listen to
music or go hrmting when they ought to Þ atteoding to busioess, continually employ labou¡ on
ostent¡tious building schemes etc.' WAI-EY 1967 , p. 84.

't

ot AN. 2:3, I-AU 1979, p. 63. LEGGE I 1969, p.

146. Ts'At Jen-hou 1986, p. 21. Egerd explains:
"Her er d¡o altC dyde,ns vej, og dyden er deq mralske loaft. Fø Kongfrrzi er dyden ikke dea nahrgivne
lylcke, men den er stadig nahrgive,n, og den krn stalig øve krafüg indflydelse på andre. Alle meoneske¡
fødes gode, nen godhoden k¡n mistes. De,n ædle med dea stø,e dyd skal hjælpe de¡ som h¡r Inindrc
dydslaaft. Vigtigst ef alt er det at koûger¡ bmger den eoestâende position, hvori Himlea har anbragt
hem, at han følger sin kongelige vej." EGEROD 1990, p. 84.
Master Tsørg d€scribes the loss of the way: "It is long sinc¿ those above lost the Way of the Ruler
and the comnþû people lost their cohesion. If you ñnd evideoce of this, then be sad and show pity
mther than be pleasod at discovering such evide,oce.' AN. 19:19, p. 22E.
oo

"
*

AN. lz:19, LAU 1979, p. l15.
AN. 14:20, r-AU 1979,p. r27.
AN. r9r22,I-AU 1929, p. 156.

æt

AN. 3:16, p. 98.
AN. l:12, p. 8ó. Fu informatim about the ideel of the ancients see ¡lso KRAMERS 1979,p.59.
ot AN. 11,23, latJ tng,AN. ll:24, p. 109. RUBIN 198ó, p. 166. EBER 198ó, pp. 144,145.
* AN. 5:ó, p. l0E. Legge I 1964, p. 174, 175. The m¡i¡ point of this passage is tb¡t Conñ¡cius felt
sed becauæ Tao did not prwail in tùe couotry. HSfEll Ping:ying 1976, p. 88. See also LAU 1979
AN. 5:7, p.76,77. Aboot Cøñ¡cius goiag among tüe barùri¡ns sæ also: AN. 9:13. LAV 1979
AN.9:14, p. 98.
zr "He gevc hi- (Nan-jrmg) his elder brothe/s daught€r in mrriage.' AN. 5:l, LAU 1979, AN. 5:2,
p. 76. AN. l9:4 'The men of ChT nade a preeeot of si¡ging md dancing girls. Chu Huao Tan ecceptod
tbem and steyed awey ûom court for thee deys. Conñrcius depræd.' LAU 199, p. 149.

a
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4- Tao of the Gentleman
Tao is mentioned in the Analects as a personal characteristic of those responsible for

Ë 7. ft"

ruling, the gentlemen

"perfects his way through learning

$".ztz

læarning, in connection with Tao, apparently meens associating with those who posses
Tao and taking them as a good example.2o3 The Analects describe how the Way of the
gentleman grows: "The gentleman devotes his efforts to the roots S., for once the
roots afe established, the V/ay will grow therefrom. Being good a:¡ a son and obedient
as a young man is, perhaps, the root of man's chalacter."2a4 Opposite to these "roots"
or primary things sønd the "small Tao", about which it is said: "Tzu-hsia said, Even

the minor walks rJr

Ë

(of knowledge) have an importance of their own. But,

if

pursued too far they ænd to prove a hindrance; for which reason a gentleman does not

cultivate them."

2a5

The "small Tao" has been understood mainly in two ways. One interpretation is
given by Chu Hsi, who understands it to mean the way of farmers, gardeners, physicians
and fortune tellers. This interpretation is reflected in the translation above.26Another
interpretation is to understand the Hsiao Tao rJr
to mean I Tuan,
È#,
heterodoxy. The concept appears in the passage: "The Master said: 'To study of strange
doctrines, I Tuan, is injurious indeed."247Teng says that I Tuan "implies heathenism or

iË

:nr

E

AN. l9:7. This is s¿id in cotrtråst witb the artisan: "The artisa¡r, in any of the hundred crefts,

mâsters his hade by staying

in his wo,rkshop; the gentlem¡n perfects his way through leaming."

ff

IEË+ ' ,)[Fkå- ' Ê+4])1,ãtåË . L,nU re7e, p. r54. LEGGE I re6e, p.
341.
't

AN. 1,14, LAU 1979,p. ó1. Fingarette says rùat one can be truly following the Way... fora
wholehearted commitrnent to learning the Way is itself the \¡/ay for those who are not yet perfectal in
the ìüay. Fingarette also says: "Tbe basic conception of rnan in the An¡locts is that he is a being born
into the world
nrcre specially into society
wiû the potentiality to be shapal into a tnrly human
forrr." This must be eleborated by learning ¡nd cultu¡e, shaped and controlled by li. FINGARETTE
1972,p.21. See also AN. 19':19,p.228.

-

'*

AN. r:2.

LEGCE

I

-

Ê+#*,
*,g,
pp.
LAU

1969,

138, 139.

ffrËä ,

#frtt966,p.47.
ã, åä +=Z*ÊÃ "

1979, p. 59. Cf. ROBERTS

S,

For matters which a¡e
see AN. 19:12, Lau 1979,p. 154. Actions like sweeping and cle¡ni¡g
are regarded as being opposite to the basic
or essential concems of tùe gentleman. See also
LEGCE I 1969, p. 343. AN. l9:4 "Even minor arts rJr
lsuch as agriculture, medicine etc.) are
sure to have their worthwùile aspects, but the gentleman does not take them up because the fear of a
m¡n who would go long way is that be should be bogg€d down." l,{U 1979,p. 153. LEGGE I 1969,
pp. 34O,341. See also YEN 1972,p. 18.

fi,

'u AN. lg.4, p.2zs.
t* CHU HSI 1952, p. t32. La]u clearly

þ

follows Chu Hsi. I-AU D.C. 1979, p. 153. TENG Ssu-yü

19E4, p. 340.

ttt

AN 2:16, LECGE I 1969, p. 150. The concept I Tr¡en is trroslated by Waley as "a different strånd".
traoslaûes it as 'utterly new and strange doctrines." 1VARE 1975, p. 14.
'Smll Teo' is intergreted as haerodoxy, I Tuan, by Liu Pao-na¡, See LIU P¡o-na¡ 1973, p.32,
Acco,rdiag to Teng this interpretation wås started by Ho Yen, 3rd, century A.D. "and was recently
endorsod by the legal historim, Ch'eag Shu'te'. TENG Ssu-yü, 1984, p. 34O, and CHENG Shu-Þ
1974, pp. 93-97, 1133,1134.
l¡u tra¡sl¡tes the passage: 'The Master said, To att¡ck ¡ t¡sk from the wrong eod ç¡¡ ¿q ¡srhint büt

WALEY 1964,p.91. Ware
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paganism in the sense that he who is not a Confucian is an i-tuan." Teng, who shares
this viewpoint, translates the passage in AN. l9:4 a.s "Even the lesser doctrines cerainly
have their attraction.nzaa Bo¡t inærpretations have their merit and can be understood on
ttre basis of the Analects. Chu Hsi's interpretation is understandable from the background
that the gentleman did not need to know so many practical matters as Confucius did
himself. Ho Yen's interpretation c¿¡l be understood in the light of the passage about
heterodoxy above. Neither interpretation conflicts with the Analects.

An essential aspect of the Tao of the Gentleman is that he takes it as the most
important thing in life and is not concerned about how to rnake a living, or whether he

will get any reward However, simplicity or modesty alone is not a way

to exceller¡ce.24e

Confucius twice enumerates some cha¡acteristics which belong to Tao. "A man of
benevolence never worries (about the future); a man of wisdom is never in two minds
(about right or wrong); a man of courage is never afraid."m
The second enumeration is: "The Master said of Tzu-ch'an that he had the way of the
gentleman on four counts: he was respectful in the manner he conducted himself; he
was reverent in the service of his lord; in caring for the common people, ha was
generous and, in employing their services, he was just."25r
There is also a third enumeration, made by naster Tseng when he was seriously ill
and about to die: "There a¡e th¡ee things which the gentleman values most in the Way:
to stay clear of violence by putting on a serious countenance, to come close to being
trusted by sefing a proper expression on his face, and to avoid being boorish and
unreasonable by speaking in proper tones. As for the business

of sacrificial vessels,

there are officials responsible for thaL"x2
Confucius said: 'The gentleman who has studied the Way loves his fellow men and
the small man who has studied the Way is easy to command-"ã3 According ûo Confucius
"The gentlemaa f; f is easy to serve but difñcult to please. He will not be please<l unless you try to
please him by following the Way, but when it comes to eryloying the sen¡ices of others, he does so
within the limits of their capacity. The small -on rJr I is AimcUt !o sene but eâsy to please. He
wilt be pleased even though you try to please him by not followigg tbe Way, but when it c¡mes to
employing the services ofothers, he dem¡nds all-round perfection"-'

There a¡e also two passages about the way

of a knight or officer, shih f

htrm." LAU t979,p. ló.

*

TENG Ssu-yü 1984, p. 340.

'o AN.

15:31,

p.

199.

tAU t979. t5:?2, p. 136. AN. l4:1, p.

180, LAU 1979' p. 124.

"It

is

shemeful to m¡ke satary your sole ob.ioct, inespectiveof whetlre,r the Way prevails in the state or not.'
1979, p.72. Se¿ elso
AN. t4:1. Teo should be more iryortont tùan riches. AN. 4:5 p. 192,

AU

CHANG Chien 19E9, p.42.
For Confucius's thoughts on modesty or weering e wonrcut gown æd strndiag besrde a man
weering fur or badger ñ¡r without fsÊling åsb¡mod see AN. 9:26, LÃU 1979, AN. 9:27, p- lú.

LEGGEI l%9,p.225.
- AN. 14,30 p. lEE, LAU l9?9, AN. l4:2E, p. 128. LEccE

Ê= , *ftÉÉF , EÊZ"-æ,, fr#

''

f

Í Et '
r* ' *ãõ'tE
"
i¡
1969,p.286.

AN. 5:15, LAU 1979, AN. 5:16, p. 7E. Tar-ch'en w¡s ¿ oinister
S?28.C. WALEY 1964,p. ll0. LEGGE 1969'pp. t7E,179.
ot AN. E:4, p. 133, I-AU 1979, gp. 92,93. Í-EßGE 1969, p. 2@'' AN. l7:4, p. 133, I-AU 1979, p. l43. LEccE I 1969, p. 319.

*

AN. 13:25, p. l77,l-lru 1979,pp. 122, 123.
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tbe st¡te of Cbeog, he died

in

According to Confucius: "There is no point in seeking the views of a knight who,
though he sets his heart on the Way, is ashamed of poor food and poor clothes.Úz55 'lhe
second pass:rge says that "A knight must be strong and resolute, for his burden is
heavy and the road is long. He takes benevolence as his burden. ls that not heavy?
Only with death does the road come to an end. Is that not long?"2s
Tao ap,pears twice in the meaning of a¡ ordinary rmd. It also appears in the meaning
of a way of doing something and to lead or to guide.257

5. Early Confucian Tao and Tao in Shu Ching
Shu Ching and the Analects place Tao in a retrospective environment.

ln Shu Ching,

the Duke of Chou's Tao was to transmit the serene king's virtue. This retrospective
aspect of Tao entailed following the Tao of the old kings; thus preserving the continuity
of tradition. The bases of this tradition was firstly the idea that the king was perfect,
and secondly the ideal of objectivity or non-partiality, which showed itself particularly
in impartiality when judging criminal cases. In the Analects this retnospectivity meant
that the ancient people were a good example on model for the conæmporary people. The
filiality also meant to preserve the ways of onds fatheq thus preserving the tradition. In
this way both Shu Ching and the Analects have a conservative tendency relaæd to Tao.
In Shu Ching Heaven announced its way when giving the lands of the four quarters

to liy'en and Wu. This may be interp,røed as resembling the Confucian "universal Tao".
In the Analects this Tao is determined by Heaven, but in Shu Ching this is the Tao of
Heaven. The conception of Tao in both sor¡rces has a transcendental dimension.
Confucius developed this universal Tao further by discussing whether it prevails or not
and what the implications are for those responsible fu governing. These questions are
not discussed in connection with Tao in Shu Ching.
Tao of ruling appears in Shu Ching as well. It is attached to the continuity of
tradition mentioned above. The king's Tao is the royal perfection which stimulates
people to follow it. In this context the Analects have the retrospective dimension as
well, but develop the notion further by stating that the old kings ruled by gmdness and
not by force. Here Confucius has a principle of automatic control in government and
automatic imp,rovemøt of the ethical behavior of the people. To some extent this grows

from the idea in Shu Ching which is the smooth and easy king's Tao, which is
*r AN. 4:9, p. 103, LAU t979, p. ?3. Knigbt, shih,
t refers !o an ofñcer of low r¿¡k. LAU 1979,
p. 12. LIU Paeoa¡ 1073, p.78. LEGGE I t969 p. 168.

*

AN. Er7, p. 134, Lau 1979, p.93.
Tao is oeotimod once as Tao of aþdge ;| FF. This reveals that a person worth foltowing in
offioe is hithfr¡t itr rc¡lizing Teo, without coqromises, despite the difñculties he may suffer bocause
of his cøviction of Tao. AN. lE:2, LAU 1979,p. 149,1,æGE I 1969, p. 331.
't AN. 9r t l, p. r4r, LAU 1979,9:r2, p. 9E. AN. r7:r4, p.2r?, LAv 1979, p. 146. Tao does not

epperr explicitly io Lau's trmslatioo.
AN. 15:41, p. 201, IVAI.EY 1964, p. æ1, t^AU 1979, 15:42, p. 137. Here it ¡efers to e way of
assisting a blind m¡sic m¡ster.
AN. l9:?5, p. 230, WALEY l9ó4, p. 230. t-AU 1979, p. 157. LEGGE I 1964, p. 349. AN.l2:23,
p. l7O, LEGGE I r964,p.26t.
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objective and non pârtiâI, and which also stimulates men to follow it.
Tao of the Gentleman in the Analects can be compared with Tao of Chou Kung,
which was to prolong or continue the "serene King's vifue" in Shu Ching. In the place
of this retrospective motive, Confucius regards leaming and following the example of
those who possess Tao, and not being too much concerned about personal economy as
being the correct way. In addition, the Analects lists different characteristics of the Tao
of the gentleman.
Confucius relates Tao to other concepts: not to rule by force, but by goodness,
filiality, loyalty and consideration. Shu Ching relates it to objectivity in ruling and
judging crimes. This can be regarded as being a kind of definitive attribute of Tao in
Shu Ching. Howwer, the definitive attributes of Tao are more developed in the Analects
through the relation to other concepts.

There are a number of other differences between Shu Ching and the Analects. [n
Shu Ching Tao was transmitted to the highest levels of governmental administration.
This is natural because Shu Ching reflects the ofñcial Chou propaganda of the Chou

ruling class. The Analects bring Tao down to a lower level. Through filiality Tao has
been widened so that it has a general application in the attitude of any son to his
deceased father.

Tao of ruling in the Analects is a more advanced principle than in Shu Ching. Its
relations to Te and Li are new; its legal usage and the idea of retiring are new in the
Analects compared with Shu Ching.
Although Tao in Shu Ching is a much less developed concept than in the Analects,
in Shu Ching one still frnds a concrete and a more abstract usage of the term. The
Analects has developed its more abst¡act meaning, although the Analects use the term
also to mean an ordinary road.258

6. Early Confucian Tao and Tao in Shih Ching
A comparison between the Analects a¡ld Shih Ching is perhaps more valid than a
comparison with Shu Ching, since Shih Ching has 32 occurrences of Tao.
In Shih Ching too, Tao appears as a method of governing, resemblirg the Tao of
ruling in the Analects. In addition Shih Ching has Tao as a method in the agricultural
connection.
The main meaning of Tao in Shih Ching is the ordinary road. In the Analects the
terms appeårs in this sense in two occurrences.
Tao in Shih Ching does not bear any special rationalistic or ideological conndation,
but it has the connotation of "the method of governing". This may indicate that the
abstraction of Tao started from the govemmørtal application of the wø4 and this sense

of the word is developed further by Confucius.2so
The comparison shows that of the earlier traditions, it is Shu Ching which sha¡es a
common ground with the Analects. Shih Ching speåks mostly about a concrete road"
ðt

For a more d€tailed accormt of Tao in Shu Ch;ng, soe NIKKIñ 182, pp. L3+137.

re

For a more detaitod accou¡t of Tao iD Shih Ching, soe
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NIKKtr-Ä

19E2,

p.

f E5-189.

whereas Shu Ching speaks about Tao at a higher level of abstraction. Confucius has
used the term on a higher level of abstraction by applying Tao in several usages and

giving some deñnitive atfibutes fø iL However, Confucius's thought carrnot be descriH
as a Tao philosophy, which would center on Tao. This is so even though Tao touches
the core of Confucian thinking.

7. A Comparison of with Lao Tzu's Concept of Tao
a. Different Conceptions of Tao
To write about Tao of I-ao Tzu is a vast undertaking. A thorough study, even in
outline, would inevitably form the body of this work. The present study is not therefore
intended to go deeply into Taoist philosophy. The purpose is rather only to trace the
changes which occurred when the early Confucian philosophy was formed. A short
comparison with I¡o Tzu is included so that we may see mofe clearly the special
characæristics of Confucian philosophy compared to other schools. So only a short
survey of l-ao Tzu's Tao, and a comparison with the Analects will sufñce for our
purposes.
Tao is the main concept of [¿o Tzu. Howev€r, a number of authors have identified a
number of different kinds of Taos within it. In the following some conceptual divisions
a¡e listed: Chiu divides Tao into the following categories: l) Tao as the Ontological
Reality, which is creative and produces and even regeneñìtes all things in the universe.
2)Tao as the Universal Principle being the law of the universe. 3) Tao as the Creative
force. 4) Tao as the Process of Individuation which permeates all things and allows
each individual thing O be distinctive and unique. Here Chiu regards Te as a part of

(te) is that pa¡t of Tao's creation in

nursing, fostering, caring, and
prot€cting an individual which also becomes the integral virtue of an individual and
enables that individual to grow sponaneously." 5) Tao as the rilay of Manifestation and
Application. "Tao appears both in the Yin and Yang, heaven and earth, great and small,
East and West, life and death, and any op'posiæs and dichoOmies." 6) Tao as the Final
Harmony of the Universe. The final goal of Tao "is ûo integrate all things ûo uniûe in
harmony". Chiu states that Tao is "coincidentia op'positorum" or the mysæry of all

Tao: "Virtue

mysteries. Chiu says:
"The peculiarity of Tao ¡s a vision of harmoay app€.r to lie i¡ iæ emphesis on opposites as
co4lements. tn the language of Yi¡ md Yang, the Tao pointrs to â perspoctive for viewing coobasts
¡nd differences as eligible compleoeots in ¡ harmonior¡s uùole, since ¡ fi¡ ç66r¡ins soeds of the
geoerrtion of a Ymg, and cæversely; Yin and Ymg are by their nature diffe,reot brr not exch¡sive."æ

Fang divides the conce,pt of Tao in the following w¡ry: 1) OntologicaÍy Tao is the
infinite ontic substance, which was multifariously characterized by Iao Tzu. (a) as the

-

CHIU, Milton M. 19E4, pp. 6-12. CUA 1981, p. 128.
Cbeo cells T¡oism which cøceives the uoiverse ¡s ¡ h¡rm¡iot¡s whole, e "Romantic T¡oism".
CHAO l9E¿ p. 4?. Tang says: "Origin¡lly !in'mnt what i¡ concealod ¡nd unkno¡n ûo us, and
!ang'meæt vôat is E¡ûifested úd knor¡¿n to r¡s. They wre øigioelly cmoepts ø ettributos of fhings
besod oo tùei¡ sl¡tus rel¡tve to other things, ¡nd we¡e not originally coûcept of st¡bctrrce or fo,rce.'
TANG Chün-i l!)ó4, p. 296- See also COOPER l9tl, pp. 13-21.
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fathomless unity of all beings, (b) as the fundamental root of heaven and earth, (c) as
the primordial One having ingression into all forms of beings, (d) as the unique pattern
of all kinds of activities, (e) as tlre Great Form, (f) as the final &stiny. 2) Cosmogenetically,

the infinitely great Tao is the all-pervasive function with an inexhaustible store of
powerful energy. 3) Phenomenologically Fang classifies Tao under two headings,

añitary

attributes. (4) "Characterologically, the supreme
excellencies, manifested as the natr¡ral attributes, originally pertain to the nah¡re of Tao
but will come in ingress into the inægrity of the sage, who is really the exemplar of the
namely, natural anributes and

Tao in this world."2ór

Thiel says that Tao includes several concepts in Tao Te Ching. Often Tao has beeri
translaæd as Doctrine or Method. Other meariings are the Tao of Heaven, the logical
Tao and "Tao im Sinne von Enstase oder Versenkrmg"2ó2

I¡o

Tzu also uses the term Tao in va¡ious senses. la) Tao with
of heaven and earth and Tao without a name is the mother of
myriad things. lb) Tao as a storehouse of myriad things. lc) Tao as an ultimate model

According to Chen,

a name is the beginning

of man. These cha¡acteristics above re the static side of Tao. The second main group is
dynamic side of Tao. This group is: 2a) Tao as an agent or as an efficient cause. 2b)
Tao which sustains the myriad beings. 2c) Tao as the process by contraries. The
primary pair of contraries is Nothing and Being. 2d) Tao in these dynamic senses is
conceived as a universal principle. The third main group is Tao in the moral sense. 3a)
Declining Tao. 3b) Deviation from Tao is still to obey it 3c) Tao as a norm.263
Tang classifies Tao into four levels in accordance with chapter 25 of Tao Te Ching:
"The Man imitâÎ€s the Earth, the Earth imitates the Heaven, the Heaven imitates the Tao
and the Tao imitates itself as such."2r

Tu explains Tao as moon or moon god As god Tao is the "Vagina Gentium".
Ethically, man should imiate this Tao godhead. Dark moon for Lao Tzu is a "basis,
humility, patience, eternity, immuøbility something like the divine substance. The
bright moon means active, superficial, false, even sinful."26
These examples already begin to show how diversified is the conce,ption of Tao. In

Iao Tzu's philosophy of Tao, we find different chæact€ristics depending on the purposes
Tao is used for. If we comparc it with Confucius's conception of Tao it is possible to
soe to what extent the cha¡acteristics of Confucian Tao, the "General Tao", "Universal
Tao", Tao of ruling" and -Tao of Gentleman" correspond with and differ from the
Taoist conception. For this purpose, it would be useful to see how Tao in Lao Tzu can
be cha¡acterized on a very gøreral level, or in other words, what phenomena of Tao
arise from the text of Tao Te Ching itself. Any such atæmpt to chracterize Tao in early
Taoism is a matter of dispuæ, since Tao Te Ching has been interpreted in several ways.
Howorer, certain directions of thought can be discemed although not very strict and

definiæ ones.
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b. Non Action.
Tao as a subject in Tao Te Ching appears in three different groups. I ) Non action, 2)
the quality of Tao, 3) the usage of Tao.
First, the functioning of Tao. Tao functions by non action. This means that Tao is
not involved in any specific activity to accomplish any project. Yet, Tao has accomplished

everything that exists. "The way never acts yet nothing is left undone." Needham

fr

explains the concept Wu Wei
frwhich has generally been translated 'non-action'
or'inactivity', in such a way that the concept actually means'refraining from activity
contrary to Nature', i.e. "from insisting on going against the grain of things, from
trying O make maærials perform functions for which they are unsuitable, from exerting
force in human affairs when the man of insight could see that it would be doomed to
failure, and that subtler methods of persuasion, or simply letting things alone to take
their own course, would bring about the desired result". Hsu notes that even if man has
spoiled the natural world, it is wrong for man to think that it needs man to put it back
into order. The more willfully he acts, the more chaotic and entangled the world would
become. ri/ang Pl explains that the inactivity of Tao means that it follows nature. That
nothing is left undone is explained as follows: "Nothing exists which is not governed
or accomplished by action." This also shows the feminine cha¡acteristic of Taoism:
The female "acts by not acting in both sex and in generation. She thus represents the
nonassertive, the uncalculating, the nondeliberative, nOnpurposive proCeSSes of
generation and growth - the processes by which the'empty'gives rise to the full; the
quiet gives rise to the active, and the 'one' gives rise to the many. The female is the
epitome of wu-wei." It is imporønt to see he're, that in the place of this sentence in both
of the Ma \ilang Tui manuscripts there is: "The way is constantly nameless."26

to LAo TZIJ

37:.El, p.96, CHENG, Chung-ying 1917b p.316. NEEDHAM 1956, p. 68. HSU'
Sung-peng 1976,p.303,3011. lltrOTZU 64,pp. 125,126,73:179, p. 135. LIN, Paul 1977,p.37,
VrANGPi 1975,p.73,md WANC Pll979,p. 107: "Taoiavariablyt¿kesnoaction,Thismeånsto
follow Natr¡re, md yet there is nothing left rmdone. The myriad thinç follow it to begiû aûd comPlete
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its behg."
Strauss explains: 'rilu Wei bedeutet Nicht-Trm (Nicht-Handela, Nicht-Macheo). Dieses Nicht-Tun
ist keinesfalls ein Nichtstun, ist also ebcnsovenig wie NichþSeh als ein absolutes Nicht aufzrfassen,
sondern bloss ats konträrcr (nicht kontradiktorischer) Gegensatz a¡m Tun, wie die Negierung des
phåaomenaleo Siens." STRAUSS 1950, pp.4lA2. Wulff says: Dieses wirkeo ohne a¡ handeln ode¡,
wie Strauss feinsioaig sagt \virkea ohne Werke'bezeichnet aicht, wie es von einigen verrstmden
worden ist, die absolute passivitãt, es besteht, um wiederum Eit Str¡uss a¡ redet¡, 'im Nicht-Thun,
keineswegs ¡b€r im Nichts-Tbrm', es heisst die dinge so a¡ 'rn¡chem'die vetùålhisse so ar gestalte,n,
d¡ss die machende, die gestalteode hüd nicht gespärt wird, zu leoken und a¡ lEiten, ohne dass ein
eingriffeq¡ñ¡ldeû whd, weil eben alles n¡tärliches, regelmãssiges lmd selbswerstã¡dliches werdem
uad gescheheo ist wo ei eingrifferkøbor ist, indem die regelmåssigkeit durchb,rocben wi¡d, d¡ heisst
es D¡n¡r*¡t¡süo¡ùe. Auf diesc selbe weise soll auch die oeoscbtiche verùåltnisse gestaltet, me,nscbliche
dinge leoacht' werden." lIttJI.^FF 1942, pp. 32,33. Oû' tåe Ma Wang Tui orouscripts, see MA
IVANG TUI 1980, p. 124.
LAU 1982, p. 322,323
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In one instance Confucius, too, mentions this concept of non action: "The Master
said, Among those that'ruled by inactivity' surely Shun may be counted. For what
action did he øke? He merely placed himself gravely and reverently with his face due
south; that was all." Schwartz explains that Yao, Shun and Yü were the founden of
human civilization. Yao, The founder, and Yü, the controller of floods and promoter of
agriculture, were more active than Shun, who was between the two. Shun manifesæd
his virtue, Te, through all the civilized forms of high civilization.
'There is here, to be su¡e, no hint of Lao'tzu's 'primitivist' critique of high civilization. What
Confucius dreams of is a society in vÀich civilized behavior will Just come naturally,' as it does in his
own cese affer the age of seventy. This may be his dream, but be is acutely aware that this is not the
acnulity. The T¿o can, in fact, be resto¡od to the world o¡ly by the noble man's sr¡st¡ined conscious
efforts, by painstaking self-scrutiny, a scrupulous ¿tteûtioû to behavior, unflagging devotion to the
cultivation of leaming, atteritive practice of li, and conscieotious service in goverament."

Schwartz gives an observation of the history of ideas that l¿o Tzu and Chuang Tzu,
were the first ones to, "dralv on strains whose beginning can be discerned in the
Analects" in developing further the philoso,phy of non action. However, Mo-tzu's idea
of Wei or Yu-wei is directly opposed to this: "of deliberate, analytic, and goalorienæd
thought and action in a plural world... He lives in a world where order must be
'constn¡cted" Secondly, I¿o Tzu and Chuang Tzu "may also represent a sharp reaction
against the exaltation of conscious, purposive action wei so explicitly and vehemently
exposed by the Mohists."2ó7

From the point ofview ofthe history ofideas, there surely are deeper and stronger
roots of Taoism than some of the ideas in the Analects, which might have been recorded

ea¡lier than the writings in the Tao Te Ching. The writings of Taoism are so different
from the Analects that their origins must be elsewhere. It seems more probable that
C-onfucius has taken something from the Taoist ideology which was "in tåe air",

if not

recorded in clear words. Taoist ideas had their own roots which the Taoists developed
themselves, and Confucius has taken something from these same ideas, but the Taoists
hardly developed anything through or via Confucius. However, it is possible ttrat they
have also in their turn aproved something in the Confucian traditior¡.
Schwa¡tz notes that the Confucians and Mohists sha¡ed the common view that "the
achievernent of the nums ofcivilization require both knowledge and deliberaÞ unremitting
moral efforts of sages, noble men, and men of worth." Early Taoism opposed this
view: "In the ko-tzu - Chuang-tzu perspective these sages were busybodies who
wander about the world deceiving themselves in the belief that they can transform the
human world by yu-wei activity."2ót

"Turning back is how the way moves" Weakness is the means the way employs" In
Chu Hsi's o'pinion lao Tzu was a selfish person always taking advfintage of others.
Because of this, he taught that wealoess would overcome st¡ength. In a commentary
on the passage above he says:

"I¡o Tan always talked along this linc, He hew the cmditions of tbe world very well, He alvays
approechod things from thc o,ppoaite. For instance, if mqn is s&ong, shouts ¡nd kicks, he will

¡

HENRICKS 1979,p. 190. See also LAO TZU 4:l I, p. 60. 1VAGNER 198ó, p. lû2. SCHIVARTZ
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ineviably tæ exhausted. So Lao Tan merely wanted to be a weak person. In the condition ofweakness,
he would conseoe his strength completely. When the strength is exercised, it will be irresistible... The
upshot will be that one will È cruel a¡d unkiml., rcgarding all people in the world as dummies.'26e
Chen interprets this passage: "Tao; therefore, is the movement of reversion". He
explains that Tao is the beginning and the end of things including the process of
becoming of things. "The becoming of things is a return to the origin after being
originaæd and develo,ped in the tao." This idea becomes even more clqtr in the passage:

"The way is the refuge for the myriad creatures."z7o This reflects the cyclic world-view,
in which the things originaæ from Tao and return back to there. We can see how Tao
functions in the following quoûe: "The way conceals itself in being nameless. It is the
way alone that excels in bestowing and in accomplishing."2T'
Although the V/ay acts through non action, still it is the "mother of the world", or
primary origin of all that exists. A cosmogonic myth in Tao Te Ching says: "The way
begets one; one begets trvo; two begets three; three begets the myriad creatures." In this

passage, which is often seen as being the very crux

of early Taoist ideology and

cosmology, two apparently refer to Yin and Yang principles, since the next phrase is:
"The myriad creatures carry on their backs yin and embrace in their arms the yang and
a¡e the blending of the generative forces of the two." Another explanation refers to the
following phrase: "The myriad creatures in the world are born from Something
According to this "one" is "sometlîing" and "two" is
Something from Nothing
"nothing" and "three" is the synthesis of "something" and "nothing". \ilang Pi explains

Ë -d

ffi."

the numbers and "the myriad things":
'Myriad ¡hings have myriad sbapes but r€tum to One... Because they are from nothingness. From
nothingness comes One; this One may be c¡lled nothingness. Once it is called'One', how can it not be
described? Having One and describing it, are therÊ not two? Having Ooe and two, then tùere is tbroe.

From non-being to being, the numbers end here. From this point on, nothing flows from Tao.
I know tbeir master (Tao). Thought with myriad

Therefore, rcgarding the birth of myriad things,
shapes, they bleod breaths into one."

Gira¡dot says: "The meaning of life foom this perspective is that life is not a binary
manipulation of two different kinds of things,' not movement between t\ilo sepan¡te
and static antipodes, but the pure process or constant creative üansition that can

mly be

artihcially or culturally cut into discrete bits, categories, ideas, words, utensils, and

m¡h of

Chaos is the antecedent of the
concept Tao. Chaos is present in creation as its source. tilhen Tao produced one, this
may simply have meant that Chaos is perfection, and the "one" is a s¡rmbol of coincidentia
oppositorum, the unity of opposites, which refers to Yin and Yang. Because Chaos is
the source of creation, it is potentially present in the myriad things as their original

containers." Yu suggests that the creation
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I AO 77LlJ 4l'/2, p. 102, See elso LAo TZLI 73:179, p. 135, CHANG, Aloysius 1974,p.23.
Itang Pi coments: "ln general, ell skillñ¡lness is perfocted tbrough Tao. In regard to forms, it is great
folu, but tùe great form hâs oo shqe. In regard to music, it is great music, but greet music sormds
hint Things are aocomplished by Tao, but øe does not see their complae shape. Therefore it is
hidd€o ¡Dd without nema" Wang Pi coments ø I¡o Ta¡ 25:56, "l do not know its n¡me: A n¡mc
detcrmi¡es e form. nh¡t is iadiffereotiatod, corylete, end fømless camot be doterøinod.' WANG PI
1979, pp. 126, 7 5. Sæ ålso II'ACNER l9tó, p. lOE. FINAZZO 196E, P. 17.
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nature.z/2 There is a division of function between Tao and Te. Tao is the

life giving

force, but Te acts in aking ca¡e of the creatu¡es.273

The way of Heaven (Tien Tao) is neutral: "It is the way of heaven to show no
favoritism. It is for ever on the side of the good man.'270 This is at the end of the Tao
Te Ching; it seems to reflect a certain Confucian influence. A similar sentiment can be
seen in the way that Tao

of heaven presses down the high and lifts up the low, and "It

is the way of heaven to take from what has in excess in order to make good what is
deficient."27s This resembles the Confucian idea of searching the mean, or balancing
between theextremes.

c. The Quality of Tao
The quality

chingis:

of the way cannot be described. The well known beginning of Tao Te

ËEIË,

lFHË,

&TJ €,

lËH€o

"Thewaythatcanbe

spoken of, Is not the constant way; The name that can be named Is not the constant
name."27ó This passage has been translated in many ways. To illustrate the problems in
understanding Tao Te Ching, some Eanslations are lisæd below:
'The T¡o tb¡t csû be expressed is not the etemal Tao; The oaoe that ca¡ be defined is not the
rmchanging name.' (Ch'u Ta-kao)
"The Tao Way tbat can be (told of:) definal is not tbe const¡nt Way, the oames tb¿t cæ be namod
(used as terms) (sc. for notions, such as loocl'and bad', cf. Ch. 2) üe Dot constaût ûâñes (terrns).'
(KaderËn)

"Den Norm som k¡¡ aagivas som norm är ej den eviga Normeo. Det 6a'rm som kan nåmas är ej
namet.' (Karlgretr)
The Way thet can be totd of is not an Unvarying Way; The n¿mes that can be named a¡e not
unvarying aames." (ÌValey)
na¡ned is not the
'The DAO that can be expressal is not the eten¡al DAO. The n¡me thal cm
etemâl nâme.", 'Der SINN, der sich aussprechen lässt, ist nicht der ewige SINN. Der Name, der sich
neonen lässt, ist nicht der ewige Name."(Wilhelm)
"The TAO that c¡n b€ told of is ûot the eternel TAO; The name that ca¡ be o¡mod is not tlre eternal
name." (Chan)
"The Tao that caú be spokeo of is not the Teo iæeli The name tbat cm be given is not the naoe
itself." (Chang)
"The Tao that cao be expres.sed is not the eteroal Tao; Tbe name that can be defined is not tlrc
rmchanging name." (Ch\¡)
"Thc¡e are ways but the Way is unchrted: There a¡e names but aot nan¡re is words." @lakeoey)
"Tao, kaon es ausgesprochea werden, ist nicht das ewige Tao. Der Name, k¡nn er geomt werden,
ist oicht der ewige Name."(Strauss)
'Der ANSCHLUSS, deo man herstelleo kaon, ist nicht der grosse Anschluss; d€r Zusteûd, deo
det eviga

þ

tú

'o I.AO TZU 25:56, p.82,42:93T4, p. 103. 40:89, p. l0l. wEI cbeag+lmg t969, p. 474. See also
LAO TZU 2:5, p.58. 4IAN Jianfeog 1983, p. 64. NEEDHAM 195ó, p. 50. FENG Yu-lan 1972, pp.
loo-102. BÉKY 1984, p. 82. LIN, Paul J. 1977, p. 42. WANG Pi 1975, p. 90. GIRARDOT 1983'
pp.56-58, 246-FINAZZ:O l9óE, P. 25.
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åusdri¡cken ka¡n, is nicht der grosse Zu*and-" (Dallago)
"Es gibt eitr Tao, welchesjalerrnann verståndlich gezeigt werdør kann, dås aber ist nicht das ewige
Tao in seiner ganzen Vollkommeoheit. l¡y'ollte men demselben einen Namen geben, so würde dieser des
ewige Tao doch nicht kla¡ bezeichnen,"(Plaenckner)
"I-odehead lodeùead-brooking: no forewonted lodehead; Namæall namecall-brooking: no forewonæd
namecall. (Boodþrg) Boodberg says that this translation has little literary merit. 'It retlects, however,

to the best of my abitity, every significant etymological and grammatical feature, including every
double entendre, that I have been able to discover in the origind in an eodeavow to establish a solider
philological found¡tion upon which a ñrmer interpretation of the itrcipit of Taoist philosophy migbt
be built" (Boodbere)
"Das Tao, d¡q (uns rnenschen) als tao dieneo ka¡¡, is nicht das "evige" Tao, rmd die namen, die (uns
rnenschen) als naræn (der dinge) dienen kõnnen, sind nicht die "evigen" (durch die naturder dinge
geçbeneo) na¡rcn." (Wutff) Wulf explains: Tenn l¿o-tse a¡¡ischen den "wigen namn" und den inter
uns rnenschen gebråuchlichen bezeicbnungen rmterscheidet, so wird m¡n dabei an die, auch sonst bei
ihm zu spuænde, primitive aûschautrrtg denken müss€ß, nach der der name nicht eine dem ding mehr
oder weniger anfällig angeheftete bezeichnuog, sondem ein unlixlicher besta¡dteil seines wesens ist,
durch deo die natr¡r des dinges daher auch vollkommen cha¡akterisiert isl, weil er sich eben mit ib¡
declt; sotcher natur sind die naæn oder bezeichungeo, die wir ænscheo aoweoden kännen, nicht.'
Wang Pi says ebout the passage "The Tao th¿t ca¡ be spoken of and the Na¡¡e that c¿n be named,
which refer to the denoting of things and the making of shaps, are not aernal. Therefore, (the eternal)
cannot be spoken ofand named."

The passage "The way that can be spoken of, Is not the constant way; The nâme that
can be named, Is not the constant name," is according to the i-silk text: "The Way that
cån be talked about, the abiding name." Hansen explains that if we can formulate the

If we apply this to Tao, it means that if
it would not be immune to change by using language. The nonnameability is a necessary condition for constancy. SchÌva¡tz compÍres the Taoist
social practices, we can modify and alter them.

$/e could name Tao,

attih¡de to language with Confucianism and Mohism:

"If Confrrcius deeply believes in language as p,roviding an image of true o'rder and if Mohism grope.s
toward the notim of a new, iryroved language uÀich will provide e new md more precise pictr¡re of
the world in all its particularities, the l¡o-tan book while r¡ot cesting doubt on the language which
deecribes the ¡anr¡l order (altbougb it does indo€d cast doubt on tbe received lenguage descriptive oflhe
human order) ñ¡ds th¿t tbat which rnakes the deteminåte t&o possible lies beyørd all lenguage.'u

In this difficult p:rss:rge it is apparent that both Tao and lhe "name" refer ûo an
ontologicâl basic entity, which is as it is and cannot be described. This onþlogical basic
eritity is the essenæ in itsef, ûe ultimare urhanging exist€nc€ of exist€nce! the hindmost
cause of everything, which is beyond of description by humans.2Tt
The above characteristic of Tao exposes the moral relativism inherent in Taoist
thought. Wong explains: "Let me offer the following explanation of the Taoists, which
is consistent with my interpretation of them as holding that there is no single true
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morality. They anticipated the fundamental paradox of Ch'an Buddhism: there is a way
to live that is in accord with our nature and the nature of the world; but that v/ay, our
nature, and the nature of the world can never be adequately described through the use
of our categories, evaluative or nonevaluative; while we may unavoidably use words to
'point' to the way, our statements cannot be absolutely true any more than other
statements can be absolutely true. While we may crudely describe a way of life as
'good', the ultimate point is to go beyond any evaluations."2æ
l¿o tzu does not spend much time on defining Tao or on describing its specific
cha¡acæristics. Tao is linked with Te, but Li, rites are against Tao. But "Foreknowledge
is the flowery embellishment of the way." Tao is said to have the following attributes:
"Shadowy, indistinct,... Yet within it is an image... Dim a¡d darþ Yet within it is an
essence. This essence is quite genuine And wittrin it is something that can be tested."2Eo
Tao is imperoe,ptive.zEt "The way that it bright seems dull", "The way is empty, yet
use will not drain it." All depend on Tao, "yet it claims no authority."z82 Tao "is vast
and resembles nothing." If Tao is defined as one concept, it inevitably gets a broad and
superficial meaning. However, the text of Tao Te Ching refers to this direction. [¿o
Tzu suggests a reason for this: "If it resembled anything, it would, long before, have
become small." Close to this notion is that "the way is emp$, yet use will not d¡ain it...
It images the forefather of God." Here Tao has a mythological meaning "in the sense of
its ancestral quality as a mythological personage."tt' But, water "comes close to the
way", However, the reason is more practical or functional than ontological: "Because
water excels in benefiting the myriad creatures without conænding with them and settles
where none would like to þ."2eThe water-symbol is linked with the feminine-symbol.
These symbols of Taoism pointed to werything which was "tol€rant, yielding, permissivg
withdrawing, mystical and rece'ptive" in opposition to ttre Confucian and tægalist social-

ethical thought-complex, which was "masculine, managing, hard, dominating,
aggressive, rational and donative.

"285

"o Wong ¡efers to LAO TZu l:1,2:6,19:43, W.57 5EJ . WONG, David B. 1986, p. 281.
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simplicity of life, Embrecing rmpreteotious ways, And small self-i¡terest And poverty of coveting,"
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d. The Usage of Tao
Tao TÞ Ching says: 'When the best student hears about the way He practises it assiduously;

When the average student hea¡s about the way It seems to him one moment there and
gone the next; When the worst student hea¡s about the way He laughs out loud. If he
did not laugh It would be unwofhy of being the way."25 Here Tao appears as the way
of high ranking students, not as a harmonizer between the worst and best students, but
as an agent which makes the opposites more ¡adical.
Tao is used as an object also in the following: the "myriad creatures all revere the
way and honour virtug" b€cause "The way gives them life and Virtue rea¡s them." It is
natural for them to do so.2E7 This reflects the idea of paying back. One who "has the

way" does not abide in the "excessive food and useless excresences".t" One who has
Tao is ethically modest in his style of life. Holding fast to Tao gives one the ability to
manage things despiæ adversities, or the ability to be successful despite an appaxent
lack ofsuccesszse

Holding fast to Tao is imporant for the rulers, because this causes everything to be
fransformed naturally "of their own accord". In this way the ruler controls the ruled.
l¿o Tzu mentions antiquity in connection with Tao and ruling: "The ability to know the
beginning of antiquity is called the thread running through the way." Giving respect to
old people belongs to this category too: "Doing ha¡m to the old is known as going
against the \ryay."2'o
Tao as an object appears also as something to be seen. "rrly'ithout stirring abroad One
can know the whole world; Without looking out of the window One can see the way of
heaven The further one goes The less one knows."zer Here Taoism is a long way from
empirical principtesin acquiring lnowledga BuL this couldas well bean ironic stietement:

if one really tries to gø knowledge one will

see that one does

not know, whereas if one

does not try to get knowledge one can imagine one knows everything. Lao Tzu here is

probably not ironic because it is said: "In the pursuit of learning one lnows more every
&y; io the pursuit of the way one does less every day... until one knows nothing at all,
and when one does nothing at all there is nothing that is undone" Cheng explains the

relationship between learning (hsüeh) and Tao. These a¡e opposites to each other.
Cheng says:
'The cmtrast be¡reen hsiieh ¡nd t¡o is one be¡¡reea relative knowle.dge and ¡bsolute knowledge. The
former is conditionod, the latter uoconditioned. Though l-ao Ta¡ does not explicitly say that 'doing
lcarning (hsueh)'as versus "doing tao' does oot yield true knowlodge; it is clear Êom the con&¡st
be¡reeo "doing leaming'aad 'doing tao" that, iû order to h¡ve true knowlodge (n¡mely, doing tao'),
HSU, Sung peng 1976, p. 305.
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EE.

we must abe¡don "doing leaming'2e2

Tao is used as an instrument, Írs a rvay to be followed. A man of great virnre follows

it. By following the way one gets a lasting foundationzts There

has also been a
misusageof theway: "Of oldthosewhoexcelledinthepursuitof thewaydidnotuseit
o enlighæn the people but to hoodwink them."zø A cleæ criticism against Confucianism
is when [¿o Tzu does not appreciate the Confucian virtues Jen 4= ."d Yi ãË, saying:
"When the great way falls into disuse There are benevolence ,[=
-d rectitude $$. "z's
Tao cannot be exhausted by use.2s
Tao is used in governing the state as well. To govem a state is a delic¿te matter: it is
like boiling a small fish, which can be spoiled simply by being handled. If the empire is
ruled in acco,rdance with the way, the spirits and the sage do not harm the people. Tao
also contributes the possibility of pacifism. Te is with Tao of ruling. Tao in this context
leads to grcat age. rilhen discussing the method of ruling according to L¿o Tzu, Creel
says:
"The emperor and his ministç¡s and assistents il the governmeat were Dot put in their places to
interfere; their duty is to meditate on the tao. The leoist såge must occupy no position in the
govertrm€ot save thet of chief of all the officers, exercising a general zupen'ision over them ell but not
bothering about any deails... l¡o Tse's aim was rather to exalt the members of a very small group,
'\¡n to save rca in geneml, sinoe the number who could occupy such a position was süictty limited...
the differeoce ben¡,een Confucius a¡d [¡o Tse was not chiefly one of world view, nor even, if we look
closely, of t€chn;que, the difference was, rather, that Conñ¡cius was, first of all, a practical stet€smer
seeking to save the wøld, while [¿o Tse w¿s a dishea¡tenal philosopher, despairing of the wo¡ld and
flecing from it, yet driven by the imperetive necessity of viadicating the worth of his own personality;
in the process of rehabiliteting the laner, he achieved a technique for overcoming his despair of the

world."Y

Anti-way appears in nvo passages: "A creature in this prime doing harm ûo the old Is
known as going against the way, Thæ which goes against the way will come to an eady
end". Another ariti-rvay description is: 'The court is comrpt, The fields are overgrown
with weeds, The granaries are empty; yet there are those dressed in fineries. V/ith
swords at their sides, Filled with food ar¡d drinlq And possessed of too much wealth,

This is known as taking the lead in robbery, Fa¡ indeed is this from tlre way."2s

e. Tao,

[¿o Tzu and Confucius

Tao in l-ao Tzu differs in a number of respects from Tao in Confucius. I¿o Tzu has
very little to say about what ethical areas belong to Tao, whereas the Analects speak
some time on the ethical characteristics of Tao. For [¿o Tzu,Tao is not a concept
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which could first be æalyzed into elements and then put back together to form a Tao.
For l¡o Tzu Tao is a wide, vague, all embracing concept, a monistic unity. The Tao of
I-ao Tzu should be conceived of as a whole and not as certain parts. A suitable
illustration would be a building made of bricks. tü/hen we speak about the building, we
say it is made of bricks, but then we do not describe each brick when we describe the
building. We describe the building as a whole, its dimensions, rooms, shape etc. lil/hen
we describe Tao of Lao Tzu, it is useless to describe is parts, since the sum of the parts
is not Tao; Tao itself is different from the sum of its parts.
In Taoism we cannot speak about ethics as such, but we can speak about ethics as
Tao. [-ao Tzu connects ethics with ontology. When one ficts nahrally according to Tao,
one does not follow Tao as imitator, but one is in Tao. If ethics were sometlring like
virtues which could be learned and performed, this would, according to Taoism, to be
outside Tao. For Confucius ethics is a value in itself. Pure goodness is a sufFrcient
motive to be good. However, for [¿o Tzu ethics is an anti-value, anti Tao. Ethics,
morals, is valueless as such. The only value is Tao, which is more a natural course of
everything that happens and is.
For the Confucian ethics learning is important, whereas løTnt does not value it at
all. In addition, virtues such as benevolence and rectitude, and even the riæs are not
Tao. This criticism includes nvo things. Tao is not something to be learned and to be
divided into rules of action or behavior. Iæarning, creating ethical rules, attempting to
follow certain principles strenuously are all unnatural and against Tao.

In contrast with this general stance in opposition to Confucianism, Lao Tzu does
have one rema¡kable common point with Confr¡cianism. This is Tao used in ruling and
honoring the ancients- According to both philosophies, the modest and simple style of
life is suitable for the ruler. One may suggest that this is the Confucian fingerprint in
Tao Te Ching. However, one should consider that in Shih Ching the abstraction of the
concept Tao was highest in connection with the ruling of the country. Tao in this
connection, including honoring the ancients, does not necessarily need

ûo

be a C.onfucian

trademarh it may possibly be from an older common source, which both Confucianism
and Taoism have adopted inûo their own system. Moreover, in this context both have
their specific points of view. The Analects include in this the Rites whereas Tao Te
Ching does not include rites, but stnesses pacifism.
I-ao Tzu avoided using Tao in the meaning of ordinary road, way of doing and to
lead, to guide. The usage of Tao is thus srictly confined ûo its monistic meaning.

8. A Comparison of with Mo Tzu's Concept of Tao
a. Tao

of Mo Tzu

Mo Tzu quiæ often mørtims tlre Tao of the ancient kings This way implies an exaltation
of the virh¡ous, Hsien, E no matter whether they are prosperous or not, and it implies
the empþment of the capable persons in government. In this way the whole wo,rld
will be beneñæd According to this way of administation, good people should be

9l

encouraged and evil doers should be obsructed. In following the ways of the old kings
"Heaven on high, spirits in the middle and people below would be blessed" V/hen this

way was followed during the ancient kings, the empire was brought into harmony, tåe
people were led to do service to God, hills and rivers, and the spirits and ghosts.
"Many were the benefi.ts to the people and great was thet success". Heaven rewa¡ded
the wise men, the spirits enriched them and the pæple praised them.2e
The Tao of the old legendary kings relales to different virtues.
"If the kings, dukes and impûrtånt personages of the world now sincerely want to practise magnånimity,
Jen, þ , and righteousness, Yi, $$ , antl be superior men, if they went to attain the way, Tao, þ ,
ofthe sage-kings on the one hand aûd contribute toward the benefit ofthe poople on the other, tbey
cannot leave the ¡rinciple of identification with the Superior mexamined and u-rmderstood. Identification
with the Superior is, indeed, the fou¡xlarion ofgoveroment and essence ofordediness."

The identification with the Superiors in connection with the Tao of government
means that a similar pattern of govemment should work f¡om the low administrative
levels to the highest ones. The emperor should organize the empire in such a way that
everything is according to the will of Heaven, which is his superio'r. The administration
on lower levels, for example in the clan or family, should be arranged according to the
administrative method of the king, who follows the will of Heaven. Here Mo Tzu
refers to a proverb, which says: "To govern the world-empire is the same as to rule a
single family clan, to command all the people in the world is the same as to order a
single individual." At first the identification with the superior was not advocated. At
that time everybody had one's own ideas and views, which worked for the disadvantage
ofothers, and also there was general disorder, but then Heaven chose a virtuous person
tobecome theemperø.3e
To desire the well being of the empire, to have it orderly and not chaotic, to bring
about universal love and mutual aid is the Tao of the sage-king and the way, Tao, to
order for the world.3or

It

is

Frt of the Tao of the sage kings not ûo have elaborate

funerals.

the wodd really want to ¡rractice righûeousûess, Yi, ;E , and magaanimity, Jen,
to seek to be superior rnen, dasiring to attain the way Tao,
, of the sage-kings on tùe one
,
hand and to procure blessings for the people on tbe other, they ca¡not afford to neglect the principle of

"If the gentleman of

þ

Ë -d

simplicity in funeral in govemment."

Generally, ûo cut useless expenditure is the way of the sage-kings. Mo Tzu criticizes
the elaborate funerals because the massive grave of the lord, and the treasures buried
with him would seriously effect the economy of the staæ. Even elaborate funerals of
common men would exhaust the wealth of the family. In addition the way of mouming
affects the economy. This bæomes clear in the following quotation:
'What a¡e the rules ûo be obaerved by the mourner? He must weep without restreint and sormd ¡s if he
is choking. Sackcloth is wom on the bre¡st and hat of flew i¡ the heed. His ters end mivel a¡e not to
be wiped awey. The mol¡fl¡er is ûo tive in a oourning hut, sleep on a cosrse mat of straw, and lay his
head on a luop of eerth. Theo, he would be obliged to ¡bstai¡ from food in order to look hrmgry, and
ûo wear little in order to look cold. The face aod eyes are to look sunke¡ and as ifin fear, and tho
corylexion is to apper dark. Ers aad eyes ue to become dr¡ll, and bands and feet to bocore weak and
unusable. And, also, if the mor¡mer is e higb ofñcial, he h¡s to be srppøted to rise, and lean on e c¡ne

to welk, Atrd ålI this is to l¡st throe years."
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This sort of a doctrine prevents those who mourn from doing their duties, prevents
the farmers from farming, the artisans from building the boats, making vehicles and
utensils, women from rising early and retiring late to weave and spin. "So, then in
elabo¡ate funerals much wealth is buried, and in extended mourning abstention from
work is prolonged."3o2
One aspect of the way of the ancient kings in governing the empire is that the feudal

lord reports the malefactor. If he fails in this reporting it means that he particþtes in
his crime against the state. Similarly, the good should be reporæd. In this way the
feudal lord rewards and encourages the good people and punishes the evil people. This
method of reporting is part of the principle of identification with the Superior. This
guar¿ìntees the general order.3o3

Another aspect of the way of the sage kings is to condemn offensive wa¡. Mo Tzu
says:

'Now, if the rulers a¡d the gentlemen of the wodd sincerely desire to prccr¡¡e beueñts aod avert
calemities fo,r the world - if they desire to do righteousness and be zuper:ior men, if they desire to strike
the way of the sage-kings on the one hand and bless the poople on the other - if so, the doctrine of
Condernnatim of Offensive War shor¡ld not be left unheeded.'s

The Tao of the sage kings is identified with universal love. It gives peace to the
rulers. The gentleman should underst¿nd and practise universal love "Then he would be
gracious as a ruler, loyal as a minister, affectionate as a father, ñlial as a son, oourteous
as an elder brother, and respectful as a younger brother." Universal love also implies
senring each other and explaining Tao to those who do not know it.305

Tao belongs to the Gentleman or the superior man, Chün Tzu,

fr f

. "If

tne

gentlemen of the world really desire to follow the way and benefit the pen'ple, they must

not disobey the will of Heaven, the origin of magnanimity, Jen, 'fi,, and
The Tao of the superior man does not follo\il that of
Confucianism. According
=8."
to Mohism, the Confucians say: "The superior man is like a
bell. It will sound when it is struclc It will remain silent when it is not struck." Mo Tzu

righteousness,

wants to reply ûo this that the magnanimous person, Jen, should be loyat in serving his
superior and filial in serving his parents. "When there is excellence (in the superior) he

should adore, when there is fault he should give counsel." If he remains silent if not
struck, he will hide his knowledge and spare his efforts, waiting to be questioned
before he answers. A part of the way of the gentleman is to admit the existence of the
spirits and not to oppose the interest of the sage-kings. Generally, the Tao of the
gentleman oblige.s him to benefit the empire and to avoid anything which does not bring
profit to the empire. It is allowed for the gentleman tro obtain riches and to avoid
poverty and humility by practising virtue and by heþng oth€rs, by sharing his wealth

with others and by teaching his Tao to others. In so doing the standard of life for the
people is guaanteed.36

Mo Tzu criticizes the way of administration of his day; when the ¡oes
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¿¡'s high,

people suffer hunger, cold diseas,es and wars. Man and woman cannot see each other
for a long time. And so the population decreases. Economical Mo Tzu says that the way
of the sage-kings wÍrs to cut out all useless expenditure.3oT
Mo Tzu opposes the Confucian Ming,
as being fatalism. "The Confucianists
take this teaching about fate to be the Tao and the principle of life. This is to destroy
of the
the people of the empire." According to Mo Tzu fatalism is a way, Tao,
wicke{ maintained by the wicked kings, leading to chaos in governmørt and to poverty,

ft,

P,

and thus there

will be no cakes and wine to worship and do sacrifice to God,

ghosts

and spirits above. Fatalism is not helpful to Heaven above, nor to the spirits in the
middle sphere, nor man below. Fatalism "is a great calamity to the wodd."308
Mo Tzu advocates the doctrine, or Tao, about the will of Heaven. To this he attaches
all thegood qualities of Heaver¡.3æ
Mo Tzu refers to his personal Tao only seldom. Desplte the fact that aocording to his
doctrines the Gentleman should be wealthy, Mo Tzu himself did not regard wealth as
important when he was offered a greât opportunity of becoming rich. He was satisfied
with the minimum ståndard of living, but regarded adopting of his Tao as necessary."o.
Mo Tzu regards Tao as more important than personal honor. The following story
illustrates this: In the uprising of Po Kung the Prince Tse Lü was held captive. Po
Kung offered him the choice of becoming the lord of the state of Ch'ü, or he could
refuse and die. Tse Lü refused, because Po Kung had killed the parents of Tse Lü. Tse
Lù regarded øking the stat€ as an unrighæous acl Mo Tzu did not regard this as being
Jen and asked

'If he thought the t ord bed gotre eway astray from the Tao, wby not accept the offer and undertake the
gover:nm€nt himself? If he thought Po Krmg was unrighæous, why not accept the Lordship also,
ex€cute Po Krmg, aod theo retr¡¡n the Lordship to the l¡rd? Therefore I say what he did was indeed
difficult, but hardly magnanimous, Jen."3'l
Here Mo Tzu shows that personal honor and hono'ring parents does not ovem¡le
utilita¡ian calculations, according to which some other action would have bestowed
møebeneficence.
Mo Tzu connects Tao with the sensual perception, too: "The way, Tao, ùo find out
whether anything exists or not is to depend on the testimony of the ears and eyes of the
multitude. If some have hea¡d it or some have soen it then we have ûo say it exists."3r2
In his conception of Tao, Mo Tzu wants ultimate effectiveness and responsibility to
get good results. He says:
'When sileat one should b€ deliber¿ting; whan talking one should instmct; wüen octing one should
achiwe (something). When one employs tbese three alternatively h€ will be a sage. Pleasure, âtg€r,
joy, sorrow, love (and bate) are to be ¡emoved and magnanimity, Jen, a¡d dghteousness, Yi, are ùo
replace them. .,Though one canaot achieve righûoousoess, one must nol abandoo- the way, Tao, just as
thä carpeater must

oú

Utalne

tte tine though he cannot s¡w the lumber straigùL"3r3
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Through these ideas Mo Tzu also teaches sentimental apathy.
Mo Tzu uses Tao also to mean to Fy, an ordinary road, to go.3to
Before comparing Mo Tzu directly with Confucian thinking, it would be useful to
sum up some of the central motives of Mohist Tao. Mo Tzu regards tåe general order,
not chaos, as important, as though he were afraid that everything will be ruined through
unrest in the society. During his own time he saw things which appeared to indicaæ that
things were moving in this di¡ection.
Secondly the well being and a reasonable living sandard of the people is importrnt.
Also, a high population grcwth is importanL Here Mo Tzu emphasized utilita¡ism. He
wanted to save the material resources to be used for the good of the people. This is why
he opposed war and too extravagant ft¡nerals and excessive mourning.
Thirdly, religious matters were important for Mo Tzu. He tried to justify his doctrines
by using Heaven and the spirits and old legendary kings as good examples of the right
Tao.

Mo Tzu also had a mission, to instruct Tao to those who were unawa¡e of it.
Sensual perception is a Tao of Mohist science, but this is more a democratic principle
than physical.

Personally Mo Tzu was satisfied with a minimum standard of living, although he
appreciated the well being of the gentleman who could sha¡e his wealth among the
people.

b. Tao, Mo Tzu and Confucius
The Mohist Tao is commensurate with that of Confucian Tao. Both regard the ancient

mythical kings as a good example for Tao in the present day. Both see filiality as
important in this context. In the general, Confucius wants to avoid wealth although it is
the natural ændency of man, whereas Mo Tzu regards wealth as a good thing in itself.
Mat€rial well being is an important motive in Mohist Tao, but not in the Conñrciar¡ Tao.
Confucius has a conceptual discussion about Tao, but Mo Tzu regards Tao as more
clearly given, or generally understood, without discussing the possible problems in the
concepl In this, Confucius is more rational, because he sees problems to be discussed
in Tao. However, Confucius is quite exclusive in his Tao. There a¡e other Taos, but the
Confucian Tao is the only right one. For both Confi¡cius and Mo Tzu Tao is important.
In the universal Tao, Tao prevails if the emperor has the authority, in Confucius's
opinion. A simila¡ idea is to be found in Mo Tzu when he speaks about identification
with the superioç according to which the Täo of the ruler follows Heaven, and the Tao
of the lower administrators is identiñed with that of the emperor. The attitude to this
universal Tito differs. When Tao prarails in the empire, both sæ that it is worthwhile to
serve. When Tao does not prevail, Confucius wants to withdraw and keep silent. In
this situation Mo Tzu is more aggressive. He wants to serve and will not keep quiet,
hoping that this will help the Tao to start ûo prevail again.

In the Tao of ruling, both

"'

see the eoonomy as
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important, but Mo Tzu is much more

emphaticaly utilitarian. In Conñ¡cius's opinion Te and Li a¡e important Mo Tzu wants
to see punishments and encouragements as important in the Tao of ruling.
In the Tao of the gentleman, Confrrcius sees that it is important never to worry. Mo
Tzu wants to teach that feelings must not overrule ethical considerations. Confucius
continually emphasizes the importance of Li, whereas Mo Tzu overlooks this almost
totally.
Mo Tzu is more critical than Confrrcius, criticizing Confucianism and his time,
whereas Conñrcius pays more attention to presenting his ideas v/ithout refl€cting them
to some other traditions of thought ûan his own.Ilou'ever, Mo Tzu is more ideological,
because he does not see so many problems in his own ideas as Confucius does.
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